Recently Sillito et al. (Nature 1994;369:479-82) discovered correlations in the spike trains of a relatively distant pair of cat lateral geniculate nucleus cells when simultaneously stimulated by a drifting grating; no such correlation occurs when the visual cortex is removed. In a further analysis of the data, we have found that short, high-frequency bursts contribute substantially to the synchronization and we hypothesize that the origin of the bursts is the low-threshold calcium spike. Guided by this hypothesis, our model of the corticogeniculate pathway and early visual system reproduces the experimental data in nearly every detail, as well as making predictions about cortical activity during the synchronizing process. We also discuss the possible behavioral relevance of correlations in the geniculo-cortical loop as well as other neural systems.
Introduction
The major pathway of visual information in the mammalian brain leads from the retina to the visual areas of the cerebral cortex via the lateral geniculate nucleus (lgn). The retina's function involves the transduction of photons to electrical activity as well as some preliminary signal processing, while the visual cortex is believed to be involved in perception and cognition of objects and their relationships. But the function of the lgn has remained somewhat mysterious despite a significant amount of research [1, 2] ; often the lgn has been thought of as a relay from the retina to the cortex.
However, anatomical and physiological studies give strong indications that the lgn's function is something more than a relay. Frequently, lgn cells appear to operate in one of two different modes: burst and tonic [3 -5] and in the burst mode these cells do not simply relay retinal ganglion cell spikes to the cortex. Also, there are a significant number of extra-retinal inputs to the lgn, including the hypothalamus, visual cortex and some brainstem nuclei [3] ; these inputs can potentially modulate the transmission of visual information to the cortex [6] . One of the most numerically impressive extra-retinal inputs is the visual cortex, comprising about 50% of the lgn synaptic input [3, 7] and this corticogeniculate pathway is topographic [8, 9] .
While the general function of the corticogeniculate projection is believed to be the modulation of signal transmission through the lgn, a more specific understanding of its function has remained elusive. Early studies examining lgn responses in the cat after cooling or ablating the visual cortex produced mixed or inconclusive results [10] [11] [12] . Results from other species were also unclear [13, 14] . Evidently, cortical effects on the lgn are not purely excitatory or inhibitory in all circumstances. Anatomical studies support this by showing that the cortex is potentially capable of both exciting and inhibiting the lgn, since corticogeniculate axons, which are most probably excitatory, make synaptic contacts on both projection cells and interneurons of the lgn [7, 15] , as well as with the perigeniculate nucleus [8, 16] , which in turn provides an inhibitory projection to the lgn [17, 18] . This excitation/inhibition duality is also indicated in the electrophysiological study of Tsumoto et al. [19] .
It is evident that the cortical input to the lgn is not as strong as the retinal input, since the center-surround receptive field (rf) structure of lgn cells is very similar to retinal ganglion cells, but is quite different from typical layer VI geniculate-projecting cortical cells, which have orientation-tuned rfs [20 -22] . Comparison of the responses of lgn cells with their retinal ganglion cell inputs [23, 6] also indicates the importance of the retina in driving lgn cells.
Several studies have implicated cortical feedback in a variety of functional aspects of the cat lgn, including length tuning [24] , binocular effects [25] and rf centersurround interactions [26] . In another recent experiment, Sillito et al. [27] discovered a temporal interaction between pairs of (anesthetized) cat lgn cells that was dependent on an intact visual cortex. In this experiment, extracellular recordings were simultaneously made from two lgn cells while the cells were co-stimulated with a moving bar or drifting grating. The stimulus was aligned with the lgn rfs, with the rf centers separated by 1-4 visual degrees. Cross-correlation analysis was performed on the spike trains of the lgn cell pairs, with corrections made for the increased firing rates due to stimulation; in many cases, the cells showed significant correlation of their spike trains. No such correlations were found after the visual cortex was removed.
The synchronization of lgn cell responses can have a major influence on the impact of the lgn's output on the cortex, due to the temporal summation of post-synaptic potentials. Thus, the Sillito et al. [27] experiment demonstrates that the visual cortex can exert very important functional control over its geniculate input, despite evidence cited above that it generally does not exhibit strong excitatory or inhibitory influence on the lgn. How the cortex can achieve this is not obvious. In this paper we report a further analysis of the experimental data of Sillito et al. [27] and we present a model, based on our analysis, which employs low-threshold calcium channels and a dual excitatory/inhibitory action of the corticogeniculate pathway. Some of the work reported here has been previously presented in abstract form [28, 29] .
Methods

Data analysis
The tool that we used for analysis of both the experimental and simulation data is called the joint peristimulus time histogram (jpst). The jpst is like a 2-dimensional cross-correlogram, where the calculation is spread out over the duration of the stimulus response of the cells; using the jpst allows the possibility of detecting modulation of the correlation over the course of the stimulus response. A description of the jpst calculation and its properties can be found in Aertsen et al. [30] and Palm et al. [31] . In this subsection we will briefly summarize how the jpst is computed and interpreted. Fig. 1a is an example of a jpst, corrected for the stimulus modulation of firing rates, computed using a pair of simultaneously recorded lgn cells from the data of Sillito et al. [27] . On the left-hand side is a matrix of bins, with one cell's peristimulus time histogram (psth) plotted below and the other cell's psth plotted on the left edge. The matrix is computed as follows: for each stimulus trial, the spike times for one cell are plotted along the bottom (the X-axis) and the other cell along the left edge (the Y-axis); the spikes times are measured relative to a stimulus marker that precedes the stimulus by a consistent time interval. Matrix bins are incremented such that they represent logical ANDs of the X and Y spike times; for instance, whenever cell X spikes at time j and cell Y spikes at time k, the bin that contains the point ( j,k) is incremented. This process continues for every stimulus trial, gradually producing the psth for each cell along the bottom and left edge as well as the raw coincidence matrix. Unfortunately, the raw matrix generally contains a large number of coincidences simply because both cells were simultaneously stimulated; since these coincidences are not related to any interaction between the cells and are thus uninteresting to us, we correct for this factor by subtracting the bin-wise product of the two cells' psth from the raw matrix (this procedure is similar to the shift predictor correction for ordinary one dimensional cross-correlograms). This also eliminates the influence of the cells' firing rate on the correlation results. The matrix is then normalized by the following procedure: each matrix bin is divided by the product of the standard deviations of the corresponding psth bins, giving a range of −1 to 1 for each matrix bin; the bins are now correlation coefficients. See Aersten et al. [30] for details.
On the right-hand side of Fig. 1a is a diagonal histogram, called the 'coincidence histogram', which sums the strip of bins indicated by the bracket displayed on the top-right corner of the matrix. This permits detailed visualization of the correlation at some time delay, set by the bracket's position over the matrix, throughout the course of the stimulus response.
Finally, perpendicular to the coincidence histogram is another histogram which is the sum of the bins along each para-diagonal of the matrix (corrected for varying lengths of the para-diagonals). It conveys roughly the same information as the ordinary one-dimensional cross-correlogram.
We also use a statistical form of the jpst called the 'surprise' matrix [31] . An example is seen in Fig. 1b for the same data used for the jpst in Fig. 1a . The matrix in this calculation is computed by a statistical test on each bin, using a distribution that is based on the spike train data; the value reported for the bin is related to the degree of 'surprise' at finding the number of coincidences at that bin, as given by the jpst. The dark bins represent an unexpected excess of coincidences, with the gray scale truncated at a 1% probability of finding by chance that number of coincidences or more for the bin; the lighter bins represent fewer than expected coincidences with white indicating a 5% probability of that few number of coincidences or less occurring by chance. (A higher probability is employed for negative correlation since it is more difficult to detect in neurons unless the spike rates are very high [32] ). Structure is important in interpreting the surprise matrix; generally, significant correlations are only considered to occur if a group of neighboring bins have excessive values. Random deviations are expected in the distribution of the matrix bin values and a single bin is not usually taken to be important unless its value is extreme.
The model
For all the simulations reported here we used a modified copy of GENESIS version 2.0.1 [33] . GENE-SIS uses an electrical circuit model for individual cells with a user-specified number of compartments. The cell's membrane potential is computed based on the current flow in the circuit consisting of variable conductances, either voltage-gated or ligand activated, in series with an ionic 'battery', all in parallel with the membrane capacitance. The compartments are linked by an intracellular resistance. The most important modifications we made include the following: the addition of several objects specific to our simulation, incorporated into the GENESIS source code (see below); a slight enhancement of the functional properties of the action potential threshold mechanism, to include probabilistic spike generation and the production of hyperpolarization immediately following a spike; and the addition of a method of recording spike times compatible with our analytical tools.
The main features of our model are described in the subsections below. A brief summary of the mathematical details is given in the Appendix A. More details of GENESIS can be found in Bower and Beeman [33] .
Stimulus and networks
A schematic of the model is shown in Fig. 2 . The model consists of a stimulus, a retinal ganglion cell network, an lgn network and a cortical network.
The stimulus in our simulations mimicked either a moving bar or drifting grating and was represented in the model as just two variables: the x -y spatial coordinates of one corner of the bar (or one bar, when a grating was used). The light distribution was computable from these coordinates in combination with the stimulus parameters. Except for a few test simulations, the orientation of the bar or grating was always the same and taken to be horizontal with respect to the networks.
The networks of the model were two dimensional arrays of cells, with no coupling of the edges. Edge effects (due to incomplete synaptic connectivity of cells Fig. 2 . Schematic of the model. The stimulus was either a moving bar or drifting grating. Each retinal ganglion cell had a center-surround rf, as shown for one cell in the figure, and made an excitatory synapse on a single lgn cell in a topographic manner. Every lgn cell (except for the cells on the edge of the network) made excitatory synapses to a row (or two rows) of four cortical cells. Each of the cortical cells usually had two projections, both projections making excitatory and inhibitory contacts: one projection went to the lgn, as shown for one cortical cell on the right, and the other projection made synapses with neighboring cortical cells, as shown for one cell on the left. The excitatory synapses were always topographically closer. The synaptic strength (not shown here) varied exponentially with distance.
around the edges of the networks) were avoided by restricting the bulk of the simulated activity to an area around the center of the networks; for our purposes here, this was deemed a much better solution than the toroidal network geometry that edge coupling produces. The number of cells was almost always the same in each of the networks and was normally 576 (24× 24). All cells in each network were projection cells and were excitatory, i.e. there were no inhibitory interneurons in the model. Inhibition was simulated indirectly, by connecting an excitatory cell to an inhibitory synaptic channel on the target cell; a slightly longer delay was used for these connections to mimic the interneuron processing time.
The size of the retinal ganglion rfs was assumed to be about 1-2 visual degrees in diameter and there was always partial overlap between neighboring ganglion cell rfs. The stimulus bar or grating parameters were chosen to provide strong stimulation for the ganglion cells, with a bar width that covered the ON center of the rf. The length of the bars typically spanned 8 to 10 cells, which in the model was about 3 -5 visual degrees. In this model, neighboring ganglion cells were not correlated. Our earlier models, however, employed a photoreceptor sheet and neighboring ganglion cells were correlated by receiving common input; but this had no effect on the synchronization of relatively distant lgn pairs, so we made no attempt to correlate neighboring ganglion cells in later models.
Synaptic connecti6ity
There was always a one-to-one mapping from the retinal ganglion network to the lgn; thus, the lgn cells inherited the rf properties of their single ganglion cell input (described below). The projection of the lgn network to the cortex consisted of one, or more often, two horizontal rows of 4 cells, thus forming an elongated, oriented cortical rf. Orientation tuning was not an issue in our simulations, since only one orientation was used; however, when tested at various orientations, the cortical cells did show reasonable tuning curves, with halfheight widths of about 15 -20 degrees. Cortical cells were usually connected together locally: each cortical cell made excitatory synapses with a subset of the cells in the two surrounding rings and inhibitory synapses with a subset of cells in the third and fourth distant rings (see Fig. 2 ). The particular postsynaptic targets for each presynaptic cell were chosen randomly and with a probability that ranged from 0.4 to 0.7. This intracortical connectivity arrangement seems to produce quite stable networks [34] . The synaptic strengths varied with distance, decaying exponentially (see Appendix A).
One of the most important aspects of our model is the connectivity pattern of the corticogeniculate pathway. Most often we used a center-surround pattern, where each cortical cell made excitatory connections with a subset of cells in a small corresponding area of the lgn and inhibitory connections with an annulus surrounding the corresponding area. The region of excitation was 3× 3 cells in size and the connections were made with a probability of about 0.6; the annulus of inhibition was made up of the 2 rings surrounding excitatory region and the probability of a connection was about 0.5. As in the model's cortical layer, these excitatory and inhibitory influences do not overlap. Overlapping distributions [19] would not affect our model provided the inhibition has greater extent and the excitation near the center is stronger than the inhibition. Thus the cortical cells directly excited lgn cells retinotopically close to it and inhibited those further away. The principal rationale for this connectivity pattern is heuristic: we reasoned that corticogeniculate excitation, being direct, will be limited to the projection field of cortical cells, while the indirect inhibition will be further splayed out by the inhibitory neuron's projections. Although the layer VI cortical cells can have extensive projection fields in the lgn [16] , the bulk of a projection seems centered around a relatively small area.
Cell models
For the retinal ganglion network we eschewed the electrical circuit cell model of GENESIS, instead creating a specific object module incorporated into GENE-SIS. Ganglion cells were represented in our simulations as mathematical objects which integrated the distribution of light falling on the receptive field using a difference of Gaussians spatial function; this produced the center-surround 'sombrero' rf structure. The output was a train of spikes with a stimulus-modulated firing rate. Given the simplicity and symmetry of the stimulus set, it proved easy and very efficient to pre-calculate an approximation of the spatial integration for a large sample of possible light distribution geometries and simply use a look-up table during the simulation. All ganglion cells were ON center. The OFF surround response was not included except in a few simulations; we noted no differences with or without the OFF response. Since Sillito et al. [27] found correlations between both X and Y pairs and even occasionally between mixed pairs, we felt it unnecessary to explicitly model any one class of cell but rather modeled a generic cell.
For the lgn and cortical networks we used the electrical circuit model, with two compartments for lgn cells and a single compartment for cortical cells. Synaptic input from the retina was directed to the main lgn compartment (the 'soma'), while the excitatory corticogeniculate axons synapsed with the 'dendrite'; this mimicked the more distal nature of the cortical synaptic input to the lgn [35] .
The GENESIS distribution includes a variety of channels to use as conductances. The voltage-gated channels use the Hodgkin -Huxley model, or a slightly modified version of it [33] . Due to computational time constraints, we normally did not include any type of voltage-gated sodium or potassium channels which underlie generation of action potentials; instead we relied on a threshold mechanism to detect when the cell's potential crossed a specified point and then probabilistically paste a spike on the output; the cell's membrane potential was reset to a given level immediately afterwards, usually about 5 -10 mV below the resting potential. Spikes were probabilistically rather than deterministically pasted to introduce some jitter in the spike trains. No striking differences were observed between simulations using the threshold mechanism and those using active conductances to produce spikes. We did, however, frequently include one of several models in the GENESIS distribution of the low-threshold (LT) calcium channel in lgn cells, as these channels were found to play a significant role in the model's generation of synchronization. Passive 'leak' channels were also included in lgn cells to maintain a constant resting potential across simulations that employed varying densities and types of channels. The synaptic channels used the GENESIS model of standard glutamate or GABA receptors. We did not test the model with NMDA channels; the possible role of these channels in the synchronization is being explored elsewhere [36] .
Parameters
Enumeration of the values of all the model's parameters would not be very helpful, since most of the parameters were left fixed and were peripheral to the problem we were studying. A subset of the most important parameters is shown in Table 1 . The model's synaptic weights have been normalized for purposes of the table, with the strongest (the retinogeniculate synapse) set equal to 1.0. In most cases, the value of a parameter was chosen from a distribution, either Gaussian or uniform and was therefore not identical for every cell and synapse in the model. The table lists the range of parameter values for all of our simulations, not necessarily the distribution used on any one simulation.
The performance of the model was robust to small changes in the necessarily small neighborhood of parameter space we explored; there was some sensitivity, however, to the following parameters:
1. Corticogeniculate synaptic delay. If the standard deviation of the corticogeniculate axonal delay distribution (Gaussian) was more than a few ms, lgn cell synchronization was infrequent and usually weak; this was especially true in our early simulations, when the number of cells in the cortical layer was very small and probably simply reflects the limitations of the model. 2. LT channel density and corticogeniculate inhibitory synapse strength. The stability of the model was greatly reduced if either of these values were very large, as there was a marked tendency for low frequency thalamocortical oscillations of about 2-3 Hertz. We did not fully explore the range of parameter space for which these oscillations occurred.
Experimental data analysis
A typical example of a surprise jpst from the Sillito et al. [27] data is shown in Fig. 1b, showing the cross-correlations of a pair of lgn cells when co-stimulated by a drifting grating. Some very interesting features of the structure of the cross-correlation become apparent on inspection. Note the areas of decreased coincidence (white bins in the matrix) on both sides of the areas of increased coincidence (dark bins). Also, the coincidence histogram, when centered over the main strip of increased coincidence, is clearly bimodal. As seen by the psths below and to the left of the coincidence histogram, the first peak is at the very beginning of the stimulus response and the second peak near the end. It is quite interesting that the first peak occurs so soon. It's not clear how the correlation can begin so early in the lgn response, since it takes time for the signal to travel from the lgn to cortex and back again. The corticogeniculate latency times range from several ms to ten or more ms [22, 37] and along with the geniculocortical latency and cortical processing time, one might expect a longer delay in the start of the correlation.
A look at the raster plots of the lgn cells' spike trains is also revealing. A sample of a typical lgn cell response is shown in Fig. 3 . A short, high frequency burst of action potentials, usually 3 -5 spikes, is often the initial response of the lgn cells, followed by some spikes at much larger intervals. The interspike interval for the burst spikes average around 3 -5 ms. Interestingly, when the high frequency burst occurred, it always occurred as the initial phase of the response and only after a considerable window in which the cell had not fired any action potentials; also, the bursts are quite variable in their time of onset with respect to the stimulus marker used to align the stimulus responses.
These short high-frequency bursts are very similar to the bursts known to be produced by activation of the low-threshold calcium (LT) channel in lgn cells, as well as other thalamic nuclei [38, 4] . The LT channel is a voltage-gated channel which is inactivated at or near resting potential; when the cell is hyperpolarized by a few millivolts the channel becomes de-inactivated and can be activated by a subsequent depolarization, as from an excitatory post-synaptic potential. Upon activation, LT channels produce a 'calcium spike', often along with several sodium channel action potentials. An example of a calcium spike with sodium channel action potentials riding the crest, simulated by our model, is shown in Fig. 4 .
The existence of the bursts in the lgn responses is very interesting, but the real issue here is how much if anything the bursts contribute to the correlations seen between pairs of lgn cells. To answer this question, we separated each lgn cell spike train into its burst and nonburst components, thus generating two separate trains with one train consisting solely of burst spikes Fig. 4 . LT calcium spike simulated by the model. Several sodium action potentials are seen riding the 'crest' of the LT spike. Generally, however, our simulations did not employ active sodium channels; spikes were probabilistically pasted onto the cell's output when the membrane potential crossed threshold. and the other of nonburst spikes. A burst was defined as two or more spikes with interspike intervals less than 4 ms; with this definition of a burst, the percentage of burst spikes in an lgn cell response ranged from 20-50%. For each pair of lgn cells, we used the jpst to analyze the burst and nonburst spike trains separately. Fig. 5a shows an example of a surprise jpst for the burst components of two cells. There is clearly an area of statistically significant excess correlation. Fig. 5b shows the surprise jpst for the nonburst components of the same two cells; there is very little statistically significant excess correlation for the nonburst spike trains. These are typical results for the data set that we analyzed; in each lgn cell pair, the burst spike trains were always correlated and the nonburst spike trains less so, although occasionally the nonburst spike trains were significantly correlated. We would like to be more quantitative in our assessment of the relative contributions of the burst and nonburst components; unfortunately, the jpst calculation introduces a nonlinearity, so that the total correlation of the spike trains is not the sum of the four components of the separated data analysis (the components being correlations from the analysis of the burst spike trains, the nonburst spike trains and the two burst-nonburst spike train pairs). We also analyzed a subset of the separated data using the ordinary one dimensional cross-correlogram and obtained the same results.
Our experimental data analysis thus yields some important insights into the process that produces the correlations between pairs of lgn cells. The correlation begins almost simultaneously with the lgn cells' stimulus response; there is typically bimodality in the coincidence histogram; and there are an appreciable number of short bursts in the lgn stimulus responses that contribute significantly to the correlation. We cannot be certain what produced the bursts, but we hypothesized that they are due to calcium spikes of the LT channels; with this working hypothesis, we constructed a model to test if an LT channel mechanism could produce the correlation features (listed above) that we discovered in our analysis of the experimental data.
Model results
In our simulations the stimulus was either a moving bar or drifting grating. An example of the surprise jpst for a model lgn pair with a moving bar as stimulus is shown in Fig. 6a ; an example with a drifting grating as stimulus is shown in Fig. 6b . Both surprise jpsts are quite similar; however, we noted that using a drifting grating produced more reliable results, in that on average more cell pairs were correlated and the correlation was usually more robust to changes in the model parameters. Fig. 1(b) .
Looking at either surprise matrix in Fig. 6 , we see replication of all the essential features of the correlations found in the experimental data: note that the coincidence histogram is bimodal and the first peak starts nearly simultaneously with the stimulus response; the two areas of excess correlation are about the same as the experimental data jpsts and there are sidebands of fewer than expected coincidences.
In cellular terms, the distance separating the pairs of cells in Fig. 6a ,b was four and three, respectively. We found synchronization which resembled the experimental data features at distances of up to six and occasionally seven cells, which was larger than the excitatory projection of any one corticogeniculate cell (3× 3), as well as the total projection field, i.e. all of the lgn cells that it projects to (5×5). From this it is apparent that the common cortical input that synchronizes the lgn cells in our model need not come from a single cell, but may also come from several cortical cells that are slightly separated and firing together. The limitation of distance on the lgn synchronization is similar in our model to that found in Sillito et al. [27] ; however, our model suggests that the distance over which a pair of lgn cells can be synchronized could be expanded if groups of relatively distant cortical cells fire coherently.
Raster plots of the model lgn responses display high frequency bursts similar to that of the experimental data, as shown in Fig. 3b ; due to the limitations of our model, however, the bursts are usually not as well defined as in the experimental data. These bursts, which at least in our model we can be certain are due to calcium spikes, did contribute significantly to the correlation, since simulations without LT channels (and consequently without the short, high-frequency bursts) produced little correlation (see below).
It should be mentioned that not every lgn cell pair in our simulations exhibited significant excess correlation between their spike trains. Similarly, not every cell pair recorded from in the Sillito et al. [27] experiments were correlated. In our model, the existence of uncorrelated lgn cell pairs was due to the probabilistic selection of corticogeniculate axonal targets; some lgn cell pairs received insufficient common cortical input to correlate their spike trains.
It is important to contrast these simulation results with some control simulations. First, we looked at simulations with identical parameters but without a cortex; in such simulations, we could find only a few lgn cell pairs that were significantly correlated, with a percentage of occurrence consistent with chance (less than 1%). This is quite expected, for in our model the lgn cells have no common input except the cortical input. Another series of control simulations were run with the same sort of corticogeniculate connectivity pattern, but with no LT channels in the lgn cells. In these simulations, correlations between lgn cell pairs were typically very weak and unexceptional; the correlations did not become significant until the corticogeniculate synapse strength was increased to the extent that cortical cells could routinely induce action potentials in their lgn targets. This would seem to create corticogeniculate synapses that are implausibly strong; in such circumstances, the lgn rfs would assume many of the properties of the cortical cell rfs, in contradiction to the experimental observation that the lgn rf closely resembles retinal ganglion cell rfs.
We also considered the importance of the center-surround structure that we used to model the corticogeniculate path. Simulations using a corticogeniculate connectivity structure that was purely excitatory, i.e. without the inhibitory surround, gave the same sort of weak correlations between lgn cell pairs as the simulations without LT channels; this was due to the fact that in our model the indirect inhibition (mimicking interneurons) coming from the cortical cells was necessary to produce the hyperpolarization in lgn cells to de-inactivate the LT channels and without this inhibition, the lgn cells behaved as if they had no LT channels. We also ran simulations with the corticogeniculate projection modeled as purely inhibitory, i.e. without the excitatory center; in these simulations, only a small number lgn cell pairs were significantly correlated. Evidently, both excitation and indirect inhibition by the cortex is necessary in our model to produce the correlations of lgn cell pairs that resemble the experimental data.
Another important question that arises in considering these experiments and models: what is happening in the cortex? Unfortunately, only lgn cells were recorded in the experiment; but we can certainly ask our model this question. Fig. 7 shows a raster plot of a single stimulus trial for a row of cortical cells perpendicular to the stimulus (a single bar) and parallel to its direction of motion. The data is from a simulation using LT channels and the center-surround corticogeniculate connectivity structure. Fig. 7a indicates the cells' position relative to the stimulus; Fig. 7b shows the time of stimulus movement across the rf of the cortical cells; Fig. 7c shows a raster plot of the cells' activity during one stimulus trial. There is clear temporal grouping of the cortical responses; note that the spiking activity does not exactly follow the motion of the bar across the cortical cell rfs (compare Fig. 7b with c) . This is indicative of the formation of groups of cells in the cortex which are firing together. This is an interesting dynamical phenomenon, but could simply be due to intracortical activity; however, using the same parameters, but with the corticogeniculate axons cut (leaving the geniculocortical axons intact), we ran the simulation again. The raster plot of these cortical cells is shown in Fig.  7d . Only weak temporal grouping is evident; for the most part, the cortical responses follow the motion of the bar. This demonstrates an interesting consequence of the cortically-induced synchronization: with an intact corticogeniculate path, the cortex is able to temporally modulate its thalamic input such that this input is relatively synchronized and this synchronized input is evidently strong enough to foster the formation of clustered activity in the cortex. One can imagine this as a dynamical process, where weak cortical synchrony from intracortical connections can produce lgn synchrony, which in turn produces stronger cortical synchrony and so forth in a feedback process, progressing to increasing levels of synchronization.
Discussion
In this section we will present a scenario of the process which produces our model lgn correlations and examine the dual role that we have postulated for the corticogeniculate pathway in both de-inactivating and activating the LT channel. We will also propose an experimental test of LT channel involvement and one possible behavioral consequence of the lgn correlations will be presented. Then we will discuss some experiments that are similar to that of Sillito et al. [27] and compare and contrast the results. Finally, we will offer some speculations on the teleology of synchronization in neural processes.
From the simulation results, it seems obvious that, at least in our model, the LT channels in conjunction with the cortical input produce the correlations in the lgn cell pair spike trains. One wonders, however, just how this happens and what is responsible for the temporal features of the correlations that are seen in the jpsts. A plausible scenario is this: as the bar (or one bar of the drifting grating) approaches the rfs of a pair of aligned lgn cells, a subset of the cortical cells which project to these lgn cells have already been excited by the stimulus; since these cortical cells are retinotopically somewhat distant from the lgn rfs, they indirectly inhibit the lgn cells (via interneurons, which in our model are mimicked by longer delay times). Thus, the lgn cells are inhibited and the LT channels are de-inactivated; when the stimulus moves across their rfs, a combination of retinal ganglion cell excitation and cortical excitation from retinotopically close cells trips the LT channel and produces bursts which are relatively synchronized in the lgn cell pair.
This scenario explains why the correlations of lgn cells begins so early in the stimulus response; the bar stimulus was anticipated and the LT channel de-inactivated and ready for a burst when the stimulus finally arrived. It also explains the broad areas of excess correlation seen in the jpst matrix (as well as the broad peaks in the one dimensional cross-correlograms); the synchronization is somewhat indirect, involving a dual process of shared inhibition and excitation and can be expected to be somewhat less precise in its timing. The variability in the timing of the lgn cells' response, as seen in the raster plots of the experimental and model data, possibly arise from the variability in the state of the cortex. In our model, the temporal grouping of cortical cell responses (see Fig. 7 ) is dynamic and variable. An lgn cell may thus be released from inhibition earlier or later depending on the activity and possible group formation of its pre-synaptic cortical cells.
The bimodality of the coincidence histogram can be understood in terms of the grouping of cortical activity, as seen in Fig. 7c . In our model simulations, the bimodality of the coincidence histogram is explained by the temporal grouping of the cortical cells' activity, which tends to produce lgn synchronization in two distinct time windows during the course of the lgn response.
This scenario depends on the corticogeniculate's ability to both hyperpolarize lgn cells, thereby de-inactivating the LT channels, and depolarize lgn cells, activating the LT channels. Such dual role projections are known, as reviewed in the introduction of this paper. Some recent experiments have suggested that the corticogeniculate pathway operates at least in part through metabotropic glutamate channels and consequently, one general function of the corticogeniculate axons is thought to be that of changing lgn cell mode from bursting to tonic [39, 40, 3] , as a result of the long-lasting depolarization from these channels. However, in our model, we have postulated that in certain circumstances the corticogeniculate axons can hyperpolarize lgn cells sufficiently to de-inactivate LT channels. Given the ample number of GABAergic targets of corticogeniculate axons in the lgn and the perigeniculate nucleus, as cited above, some of which are possibly GABAB mediated [41] , we believe that it is not implausible that the corticogeniculate projection can have the dual function we have postulated here.
An experimental test of the involvement of the LT channel in these lgn correlations would necessitate some manner of blocking the channels or preventing them from being de-inactivated during the course of the experiment. One possible way of doing this involves stimulation of the brain-stem parabrachial region, which provides a chiefly cholinergic input to the lgn and has been shown to reduce the number of LT spikes in lgn responses [42] . If the LT channel is involved in these correlations, simultaneously presenting visual stimuli with parabrachial activation should decrease lgn cell correlations. In addition, our specific mechanistic explanation could be tested by using stationary stimuli, since our model both assumes and requires stimulus motion to work; our model would not predict similar lgn correlations for stationary bars. However, invalidation of the model presented here would not preclude LT channel involvement, only our specific implementation of it.
An important assumption that we would like to make, which is common but by no means trivial, is that the scenario we have outlined above actually works in the awake animal as it does in the anesthetized preparation. The LT channel has been found to be involved in rhythmic bursting associated with sleep or very low states of arousal [4, 5] ; here, though, we are hypothesizing an additional role for the LT channel in the awake animal. There does exist evidence that LT channels are active (i.e. can be de-inactivated) in behaving animals although with a relatively low incidence [43] . Other experimental and computational studies have speculated that bursting can be important in lgn signal transmission [44] [45] [46] .
What sort of behavioral role could the lgn correlations have? We believe one role would come in alerting the visual cortex to any sudden movement across the visual field. The visual cortex sends a projection to the superior colliculus (cat: [9] ; monkey: [47] ) and at least in the monkey, this corticotectal projection is crucial for the production of 'express' saccades, i.e. very quick saccades orienting to the abrupt onset of a salient stimulus [48] . In our simulations, the lgn correlations induce synchronized groups of cortical cells to form; such cortical groups may have sufficient strength to activate the corticotectal path, producing a minimal delay saccade to the stimulus. We envision that such a process could be important to alert an animal (possibly a drowsy one) to the presence of a potentially dangerous situation, where an appropriate response is required with very little time to spare. Now we will try to put the Sillito et al. [27] experiment in the perspective of some other recent experiments. Results from [49] indicate the importance of the corticothalamic pathway in the synchronization of spontaneously occurring global spindle oscillations in the cat thalamus. The possibility exists that the Sillito et al. [27] experiment consisted of evoked short duration spindle waves which were synchronized by corticogeniculate feedback. However, in the Sillito et al. [27] data lgn synchrony was relatively local and stimulus-specific.
Neuenschwander and Singer [50] recently recorded extracellularly from pairs of lgn cells and found significant synchronization while co-stimulating the cells with very wide drifting gratings (up to tens of visual degrees). However, Neuenschwander and Singer [50] discovered that this synchronization is due to synchronization of the retinal ganglion cell inputs to the lgn cells, in contrast to the Sillito et al. [27] results, where cortical ablation eliminated the synchronization. This apparent conflict is easily resolvable, however, because the duration of the stimulus, and consequently the time window used for data analysis, is completely different in the two experiments. Neuenschwander and Singer [50] use stimulus durations on the order of seconds and exclude from subsequent data analysis the first few hundred milliseconds of the response; in contrast, Sillito et al. [27] used brief stimulus durations and their data analysis, as well as the analysis that we have done in this paper, is limited to this initial phase of the response.
There also exists an increasing amount of data from similar experiments on stimulus-induced synchronization, often including oscillations, usually from recordings made in the cerebral cortex, as reviewed by Kö nig and Engel [51] and Singer and Gray [52] . These experiments, as in Neuenschwander and Singer [50] , also evidently observe the oscillations beginning only well into the stimulus duration, after a transient response. This is very interesting from a functional viewpoint, since primates make 2-4 saccades per second [53] and thus the time required for these synchronous oscillations to develop (a few hundred milliseconds) is on the order of the average time for primates to make saccades. Although hypothesized to be involved in perception, it would appear difficult to imagine such a role for these oscillations if they take longer to develop than the image stays in any one place on the retina. It may be, however, that these oscillations become very important for abnormally long gaze fixations, as might occur when viewing ambiguous stimuli.
This leads us finally to a brief discussion of the raison d'etre of synchronization in neural processes. It seems obvious that synchronization of the spike trains of 2 or more cells is not meaningful in and of itself, except perhaps to the scientist who is interested in studying the functional connectivity of the cells; for synchronization to become important in neural processes, it is essential that there be a common target for the synchronized cells. If such a common target exists, the postsynaptic influence of temporally grouped inputs can have a much greater effect than a series of inputs randomized in time [51] , at least for a moderate number of inputs [54] .
We believe synchronization becomes especially important in the dynamical properties of interconnected networks, such as the lgn-cortex loop dealt with here, as well as the various reciprocally connected systems of higher cortical areas [55] . The feedback that exists between these interconnected networks can potentially amplify any synchronization that develops and the occurrence of even a small amount of synchronization can drastically effect the behavior of the system as a whole. We observe something like this in our simple simulations, in the formation of dynamic grouping of cortical cell activity (Fig. 7) , which is dependent on the corticogeniculate projection and the synchronization in the lgn that it produces. Such phenomena may well underlie a number of brain functions, such as perception [52] , or perhaps attention to a salient stimulus.
where g k , the kth synaptic conductance; a, the inverse time constant; g max , maximum conductance; t, time. This is the 'alpha' function model for synaptic conductances. G max was determined by the synaptic weight which was assigned to individual connections. See Table 1 for values of a.
The synaptic strengths decayed exponentially with distance between the presynaptic and postsynaptic cell:
where s k , strength of the kth synapse; x, distance; c,i, constants chosen to give synaptic strengths as reflected in Table 1 .
